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Abstract: The Frametagger is a semantic pattern matching software designed to 
identify the actors in short business news, developed by the Human Language 
Technology Group of the University of Szeged. The module is based on the se­
mantic frames and tables developed in the NKFP 2/017/2001 project by the Re­
search Institute for Linguistics, and extended by us later on, and is the final 
module of the Information Extraction Toolchain developed in Szeged. In this 
paper, we introduce a Benchmark algorithm as well, which is made to give a re­
alistic insight how the development, or replacement of each module in the tool- 
chain effects the results/accuracy of the whole Information Extraction System.
Semantic frame matching and evaluation
The goal of Information extraction is collecting and marking relevant information 
in documents. Systems in practice usually concentrate on the identification of the 
relevant actors in texts (in spite of a more general semantic role labeling task, where 
the goal is to identify the syntactic structure for each verb), without doing much de­
tailed syntactic or semantic analysis.
In our system we applied shallow parsing and a semantic frame set for identifying 
relevant actors. The frames describe events by giving syntactic and semantic con­
straints of sentence constituents that play relevant roles in that event. In our case a 
pattern matching is done on parsed texts and each frame’s target word and other roles.
The benchmark algorithm we developed compares the results of the system to a 
some goid standard files containing the hand-made annotation of semantic roles con­
cerning the same frame set the IE toolchain uses. We give not only an accuracy rela­
tive to manual annotation, but also try to guess (in case of differences between the 
gold standard and the toolchain results) which module’s errors misled the whole sys­
tem to find other, or no fit at all. By now the toolchain works with 70.25% accuracy 
according to the benchmark, with the majority of errors caused by different NP struc­
ture annotation, or matching constituent that play indifferent roles but are ambiguous 
to a role in the frame we use.
